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1. A surface of type (g, n) is a surface 5 obtained by removing 
n*zO distinct points from a closed Riemann surface of genus g\ we 
assume always that 3g — 3+n>0. Such a surface 5 is marked by 
choosing a homotopy class [ƒ] of orientation preserving homeomor-
phisms ƒ of 5 onto a fixed reference surface So. Two marked surfaces 
(Si, [ft]) a n d (S2, [ƒ2]) are equivalent if there is a conformai mapping 
g with g(S\) = S2, [/2g] = \fi]. The Teichmilller space Tgtn is the set of 
equivalence classes of marked surfaces of type (g, n). I t is known that 
TQtn carries two natural structures: that of a metric space, homeo-
morphic to a (6g — 6+2w)-cell [ l ; 4; 10; 11 ], and that of a complex 
manifold [2; 5; 7; 8; 12]. 

We sketch in §§2-7 a proof of the 

THEOREM. Tg>n is (holomorphically equivalent to) a bounded domain 
in complex number space. 

In §§8-10 we consider factor spaces of T0tn. 

2. A group G of Möbius transformations is called a Schottky group 
of genus g if there exists a closed region R (standard fundamental 
region) on the Riemann sphere P, bounded by 2g disjoint Jordan 
curves Cy, and g elements Ai, • ' • ,A0oiG (standard set of generators) 
with Aj(Cij-\) = C23. In this case the Aj generate G, the limit points 
of G form a perfect nowhere dense set Q(G) of measure zero, G is 
properly discontinuous and fixed-point-free on P — Q(G), and 
(P — Q(g))/G is a closed Riemann surface of genus g. 

Every closed Riemann surface can be so represented. 
This classical theorem (Klein-Koebe-Courant) can be proved as 

follows. Let Go be a fixed Schottky group and S a given closed Rie
mann surface of the same genus. Then 5 can be represented as the 
surface (P — Q(Go))/G0 on which the conformai structure has been 
redefined by means of a Riemannian metric ds= \ dz+n(z)dz\, where 
n(z) is measurable, fi(z)dz/dz is invariant under Go and \^(z)\ ^k<l 
(cf. [3 ; 4]). Let z—>W(z) be the uniquely determined homeomorphism 
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of P onto itself which leaves 0, 1, oo fixed and is conformai with 
respect to ds. Then the mapping z—>W(A(z)), AÇzGo, is also con-
formal with respect to ds, so that W(A(z))=B(W(z)) where B is a 
Möbius transformation. One verifies that G = WG$W~l is a Schottky 
group and S=(P~Q{G))/G. 

Two properties of W are crucial for what follows. (I) If JU(JS) de
pends continuously, in the sense of bounded a.e. convergence, on real 
parameters, then W(z) depends continuously on these parameters. 
(II) If n(z) is a holomorphic function of complex parameters, so is 
W(z) (cf. [3]). 

3. We denote by A the domain 1< | \ | < oo and by Lk, k>3, the 
complex manifold of points f = ( f i , £2, • • • , fft-3) with T/^0, 1, 00 
and f«?* f y for i<j. We define the set 

(1) 2 M C L2g+n XA° (g > 0, 3g - 3 + n > 0) 

and the set ®g,n C 2^,» by the following conditions. For 
f = ( f l > " • " » Ç2ff+n-*)GL2g+n Set ( T i = 0 , <Ti = <*> , <T2=1, CT2' = f l , <Ts 

= ?2, " • ' , <Tg =r2ff-3, Pi^hg-îi " ' ' t ^n=?2a+«-3 if g > 1 a n d ( T i = 0 , 

o-/ = 00, £i = l, £2 = fi, • • • , />n=fn-i if 2 = 1. For X=(Xi, • • • , X,) 
£A* let -4y be the Möbius transformation with repelling fixed point 
07, attracting fixed point 0*/, and with multiplier Xy. Then (f, X) G2^ |M 

if (i4i, • • • , Ag) is a standard set of generators of a Schottky group 
G with a standard fundamental region i? containing all points 
Pu • • • 1 Pn in its interior, and (J*, X)£©0,n if the boundary curves 
C2y_i, C2y of R can be chosen as Apollonius circles with respect to the 
pairs (07, < r / ) , i = l , • • • , g. 

We define the set 

(2) H, C Lg+2 XA° (g > 1) 

by the following condition. For fG-^+2, XGA0 set TI = 1, ry = fy_i» 
J = 2, • • * , g, and let A$ be a Möbius transformation with fixed points 
± r ) / 2 and multiplier Xy. Then (f, X) GH^ if (i4i, • • • , -4Ö) is a standard 
set of generators for a Schottky group G with a standard fundamental 
region R which is invariant under the mapping z—> — z. 

We define the set 

(3) E* C AH-3 X A' (g > 0) 

by the following condition. For f G-^ff+3, XGA* let 07 be a root of the 
equation of+crj-2 —2 = 2fy, and let -4y and -4^+y be Möbius trans
formations with multiplier Xy and with fixed points ±<r]/2 and 
± o j 1 / 2 , respectively. Then (£, X)GS2a if C4i> • • • i -̂20) is a standard 
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set of generators of a Schottky group G with a standard fundamental 
region R which is invariant under the mappings z—» — z and z—>l/z. 

4. If X and F are complex manifolds, we write X= F whenever X 
is (holomorphically equivalent to) the universal covering of F. In 
particular 

(4) A = U = D 

where D is the unit disc. 

LEMMA A. The sets Ln, Sflf„, Hg and %Q are domains and 

Ln = l o , n , 2 0 > n = Tg,nj Hf l = T 0,2g+2, &2g == i0,2fl+3. 

This can be proved by the method described in §2, by making 
use of the following observations. (1) Every point of Ln represents 
a surface of type (0, n). (2) Every point of 2fl,„ represents a surface 
of type (g, n), the "removed" points being the points pu • • • , pn. 
(3) Every point of Hö represents a closed Riemann surface of genus 
g which admits a conformai involution with 2g+2 fixed points. Such 
a surface is hyperelliptic; it belongs to an algebraic equation of the 
form 

W2 = Z(Z — l ) ( z — Oil) ' • • (Z — «2(7-l) 

with (ai, • • • , a2g-i)GL2g+2- (4) Every element of E20 represents a 
closed Riemann surface of genus 2g which admits 3 commuting con-
formal involutions with 4g+2 , 2 and 2 fixed points, respectively. 
Such a surface belongs to an algebraic equation of the form 

w2 = (z2 - l)(s2 - ai) • • • (z2 - a2*) 

with («i, • • • , a2g)GL2g+z. 

5. Let X and F be complex manifolds. An inclusion XQY will be 
called sharp if the homomorphism of fundamental groups induced by 
it is an isomorphism onto. 

LEMMA B. The inclusions (1), (2), (3) are sharp. 

We sketch the proof for the case (1). I t is based on the following 
statements, (i) If Ç(EzL2g+n, then there is a q>l such that if 
X = (Xi, • • • , \g) and | \ y | >q,j=l, • • • , g, then (f, X)G@ff,n. (ii) If 
( r , X ) G 0 . , n a n d | X / | è | X y | , j = l, - • - , g, then (f, X')G©a,n. (in) eo ,n 

is a domain, (iv) The inclusion Q^nC^w+pXA* is sharp, (v) Every 
closed curve in Sö>w beginning in ®g,n is homotopic to a curve in 
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The proofs of (i) and (ii) are elementary; these statements imply 
easily (iii) and (iv). The proof of (v) involves an explicit construction 
described below. The sharpness of (1) follows at once from (iv) and 
(v). 

6. We prove now assertion (v) of §6 assuming, for the sake of 
brevity, that g > l , n — 0. Without loss of generality we may assume 
that the given curve /—»(?(*)> X( / ) )G^ f 0 , O ^ / ^ l , is of class C*; by 
hypothesis (f(0), X(0)) = (f( l) , X(l))G©0,o. For each t we can find a 
standard fundamental region R°(t) belonging to (f (/), X(/)) such that 
the 2g boundary curves C°(/) of R°(t) are real analytic and depend on 
/ in a Coo manner, and such that C^-i(0) = Çsy-i(l), CW(0) == C^{\) are 
Apollonius circles with respect to <ry(l), crj (1). If q>0 is a large con
stant and q = (q, • • • , q), then (f (/), q)(E®g and we can find for each 
/ a standard fundamental region R1^) belonging to (£*(£)> <z) and 
bounded by Apollonius circles C)(t) such that : C)(t) depends in a C«> 
way on t, C\(t) lies in the exterior of C£(/), Cj(t) lies in the interior of 
Cj(t),J9^2. Let <t>j,t be the conformai mapping of the domain bounded 
by Cj(t) and C](t) onto an annulus 0>rj(t) >\w\ > 1. We can normal
ize <j>j,t so that it maps Cj(t) onto | w\ =Tj{i) and is a C» function of t. 

For fixed / and s, 0 ^ / ^ l , 0 ^ 5 ^ 1 , l e t i£y(/, 5) be the 0^-image of 
the circle \w\ =rj(t)+s[l—rj(t)]. The curves Kj{t, s) bound a closed 
region M(t, s) of connectivity 2g. The Möbius transformations deter
mined by (f (/), X(/)) and by (f (/), 5) define real analytic homeomor-
phisms of C^-!(/) onto C$j(t) and of C^-i(/) onto C^(0» respectively. 
We "interpolate" between these, using the functions #/,*, and obtain 
real analytic homeomorphisms «,-,*,, of K2j-i(t, s) onto i£2y(2, 5). 
Identifying boundary points of M(t, s) corresponding to each other 
under o)j,t,8 we obtain a closed Riemann surface 5 of genus g. There 
exists a unique point (f(£, 5), X(/, s ^ G ^ . o such that the Schottky 
group defined by it represents 5 and has a standard fundamental 
region bounded by images of the curves Kj(tf s), in the "correct" or
der. 

The mapping (/, $)--»(£(/, s), X(/, s)), of the unit square into Tg,o, 
just constructed can be shown to be continuous. On the edge 5 = 0, it 
coincides with the given curve; the other three edges are mapped 
into ©0,0. Thus the given curve is homotopic to a curve in 0a ,o . 

7. If XQ Y is a sharp inclusion between connected complex mani
folds, then it is easy to construct (canonically) an embedding %C.¥. 
This remark, together with (4) and Lemmas A and B, yield the rela
tions 
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(5) TQtn C To^g+n X D9, 

(6) To,2g+2 C To,g+2 X D\ 

(7) To.2,+3 C To,ö+3 X ZX 

By induction we obtain from (4), (6) and (7) that 

(8) To.n C D«~\ (» > 3). 

Thus, by (5), 

(9) Z1,,» C D3*-3w+* (g > 0, i» è 0, 3g - 3 + n > 0). 

The inclusions (8), (9) contain our theorem. 

8. Let So be the reference surface of type (g, n) and yg,n its funda
mental group. Let Ag,n denote the group of homotopy classes [</>] of 
orientation-preserving homeomorphisms of S0 onto itself; this group 
is canonically identified with a subgroup of the group of automor
phisms of yg,n, modulo inner automorphisms. Every [0]GAff(W in
duces a self-mapping p [$] of Tg%n which sends the equivalence class of 
(•S> [ƒ]) i n t o that °f (S* [</>ƒ])• We denote by IYW the image of Ag>n 

under the homomorphism p. For g+n>2 p is an isomorphism. 
The group Tgtn is a properly discontinuous group of holomorphic auto

morphisms. Hence, by a theorem of H. Cartan [6] every subgroup 
KCXg,n gives rise to a normal complex space Tg,n/K. In particular, 
Rgtn = Tg%n/Tg%ni i.e. the space of conformai equivalence classes of sur
faces of type (g, n) is a normal complex space. (A quite different proof 
of this for n~0 is due to Röhrl [9].) 

9. For n>0 let 5* denote the (uniquely determined) closed surface 
containing S0. We say that [</>]£r*n if [ $ ] £ I Y n and <j> is homotopic 
to the identity as a mapping of 5*. Tg,n/r*n is a complex manifold, 
for T*n is fixed point free. 

Of particular interest is T*p = Tg,\/T*tl. There is an obviously de
fined holomorphic mapping © of T^ onto TOt0l if t, the equivalence 
class of (5, [ƒ]), is a point of T0to, then GT"1 )̂ is a Riemann surface 
conformally equivalent to S and regularly embedded in Tg

l) (cf. [5]). 

10. Let g > l and let #i, 6i, • • • , 60, Ci, • • • , cn be a "standard" 
set of generators for yg,n (the a's and 6's come from a "canonical dis
section" of SQ and cj comes from the j t h distinguished point). Let 
ô0tn denote the smallest normal subgroup containing all b's and c's, 
hg,n the group of automorphisms of yg,n which belong to Ag,ni leave 
d0tn fixed, and induce an inner automorphism on yg,n/àg,n, and let 
Hg,n = phgtn be the "corresponding" subgroup of IY„. 
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One can easily describe hQin once H0tn is known. On the other hand, 
one can show that Tg>n/Hgin=Higtn so that Hg,n is canonically iso
morphic to the fundamental group of 2^,n. Thus Lemma B contains 
a purely algebraic result which seems to be dijSicult to obtain by 
purely algebraic (or topological) methods. 
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